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EVEN 2013年11月号 Vol.61
2013-10-04

穏やかな日差し 涼やかな風 そして青く澄み渡った高い空 秋はゴルフのベストシーズン 今号はゴルフ気分
をさらに盛り上げる内容が勢揃い ティショット セカンドショット ショートゲームなど 状況別で解説する
ラウンド術の他 気持ち良く振れるシャフトを選ぶ自己診断法 人気24ブランドの新作カタログなど 秋ゴル
フのスタート前にチェックしておきたいトピックスが満載です またスコアアップとスタイリッシュを両立した
いゴルファーが通うこだわりのゴルフショップを厳選紹介 この一冊でコースでの注目を集めること間違いなし
です

DOS/V POWER REPORT 2013年11月号
2013-09-28

最新cpuの特性を活かした省電力設定 静音性を損なわない冷却強化術 windowsの起動を超高速化す
るノウハウなど 各種パーツの潜在能力を引き出してマシンの性能や使い勝手 寿命などを改善する数々のチュー
ンナップテクニックを伝授 uefi bios が分かるとマシンの完成度が全然変わる 速い 安い 大容
量 壊れない 最新hdd最強はどれだ 付録小冊子は最新のhaswell対応マザー intel8シリー
ズマザーボード を網羅したカタログ 100枚超で製品選びはカンペキ 発行 インプレス

Internet Technologies and
Information Services
2014-08-26

the internet has enabled the convergence of all
things information related this book provides
essential foundational knowledge of the
application of internet and web technologies in
the information and library professions internet
technologies and information services second
edition is a vital asset to students preparing for



careers in library and information science and
provides expanded coverage to important new
developments while still covering internet
foundations in addition to networking the internet
html web design web programming xml and web
searching this new edition covers additional
topics such as cloud computing content management
systems ebook technologies mobile technologies and
applications relational database management
systems rdms open source software and virtual
private networking it also provides information on
virtualization and related systems including
desktop virtualization systems with clear and
simple explanations the book helps students form a
solid basic it knowledge that prepares them for
more advanced studies in technology it supplies an
introductory history of the internet and an
examination of current trends with specific
emphasis on how online information access affects
the lis fields author joseph b miller msls
explains internet protocols and current broadband
connectivity options internet security issues and
steps to take to block threats building the web
with markup languages programming and content
management systems and elements of information
access on the web content formats information
retrieval and internet search

Cartography of the Sun and the
Stars
2016-03-11

the mapping of the surface of stars requires



diverse skills analysis techniques and advanced
modeling i e the collaboration of scientists in
various specialties this volume gives insights
into new techniques allowing for the first time to
obtain resolved images of stars it takes stock of
what has been achieved so far in chile on the eso
vlti instrument or in the states on the chara
instrument in recent times interferometry combined
with adaptive optics has allowed to reconstruct
images of stars besides the sun of course by now
five stars have been resolved in detail in
addition to interferometry this book highlights
techniques used for mapping the surfaces of stars
using photometry made by space observatories
zeeman and doppler imaging mapping the surface
element abundances via spectroscopy this book will
also take stock of the best images of the solar
surface made by connecting the differential
rotation to the underlying physical parameters
derived from helioseismology recent measurements
of flattening of the solar surface by sdo showed
that the sun s shape is linked to the rotation of
the core it is shown how such a result is
generalizable to the stars

Heavy
2016-06-07

the current obesity epidemic has been at the top
of the national and increasingly global public
agenda for the last decade the subject of
extensive and intensive concern scrutiny and
corrective efforts from various quarters in the



united states much of this attention is predicated
on the official discourse or story of obesity that
it is a matter of personal responsibility
specifically to the end of monitoring and ensuring
appropriate caloric balance however even though it
continues to have cultural presumption that
discourse does not resonate with the populace
which may explain why efforts of redress have been
notoriously ineffective in this book helene
shugart places obesity in cultural political and
economic context arguing that current anxieties
regarding obesity reflect the contemporary crisis
in neoliberalism and that the failure of the
official discourse of obesity mirrors the failure
of neoliberalism more broadly specifically to
account for authenticity a powerfully resonant
cultural concept today she chronicles a number of
competing discourses of obesity that have arisen
in response to the failed official discourse
examining and evaluating each in relation to the
idea of authenticity assessing the practical and
behavioral implications of each discourse for both
obesity incidence and redress and establishing the
significance of each discourse for negotiating
neoliberalism in crisis more broadly

Electric Vehicle Business Models
2014-12-27

this contributed volume collects insights from
industry professionals policy makers and
researchers on new and profitable business models
in the field of electric vehicles ev for the mass



market this book includes approaches that address
the optimization of total cost of ownership
moreover it presents alternative models of
ownership financing and leasing the editors
present state of the art insights from
international experts including real world case
studies the volume has been edited in the
framework of the international energy agency s
implementing agreement for cooperation on hybrid
and electric vehicles ia hev the target audience
primarily comprises practitioners and decision
makers but the book may also be beneficial for
research experts and graduate students

The Christian Right in Europe
2023-11-30

inspired by the success of the us christian right
and the rise of the global far right
ultraconservative christians in europe are joining
forces and seek to reshape europe by assembling in
anti gender movements and sharing anti muslim
narratives they actively influence the political
landscape and shape government policies the
contributors offer new perspectives on the
protagonists and the entangled networks that work
to abolish liberal democracy in europe behind the
scenes this anthology is the first to bring
together case studies on the christian right in
over 20 european countries providing a
transnational perspective and an accessible
insight for clergy politicians and academics alike



九紫火星
2013-07-26

beyond slacktivism examines how routine social
media use shapes political participation many
commentators have argued that activism has been
compromised by slacktivism a pejorative term that
refers to supposedly inauthentic low threshold
forms of engagement online dennis argues that this
critique has an overly narrow focus he offers a
novel theoretical framework the continuum of
participation to help illuminate how and why
citizens use social networking sites to consume
news discuss civic matters and engage in politics
this idea is explored in two interrelated settings
firstly in an activist context through an
ethnography of the campaigning organisation 38
degrees secondly within day to day life by
combining evidence of behaviour online with
reflective diaries drawing on this rich data on
individual level attitudes and behaviours dennis
challenges slacktivism as a judgement on
contemporary political action beyond slacktivism
provides an account of how the seemingly mundane
everyday use of social media can be beneficial to
democracy

四緑木星
2013-07-26

lies and inaccurate information are as old as
humanity but never before have they been so easy



to spread each moment of every day the internet
and broadcast media purvey misinformation either
deliberately or accidentally to a mass audience on
subjects ranging from politics to consumer goods
to science and medicine among many others because
misinformation now has the potential to affect
behavior on a massive scale it is urgently
important to understand how it works and what can
be done to mitigate its harmful effects
misinformation and mass audiences brings together
evidence and ideas from communication research
public health psychology political science
environmental studies and information science to
investigate what constitutes misinformation how it
spreads and how best to counter it the expert
contributors cover such topics as whether and to
what extent audiences consciously notice
misinformation the possibilities for audience
deception the ethics of satire in journalism and
public affairs programming the diffusion of rumors
the role of internet search behavior and the
evolving efforts to counteract misinformation such
as fact checking programs the first comprehensive
social science volume exploring the prevalence and
consequences of and remedies for misinformation as
a mass communication phenomenon misinformation and
mass audiences will be a crucial resource for
students and faculty researching misinformation
policymakers grappling with questions of
regulation and prevention and anyone concerned
about this troubling yet perhaps unavoidable
dimension of current media systems



七赤金星
2013-07-26

maybe you have heard the saying to make god laugh
make a plan so stop trying to plan start laughing
with god creative nature energy listening for your
next inspired step it s more fun and effective
this unique daily vision compass calendar is for
following your bliss realizing inner peace and
empowering your reason for being daily sacred
practices such as laughing and tracing a labyrinth
imagining your vision as if it is sketching nature
and writing your appreciations all recharge you
with now energy raising your frequency to receive
inspirations and soul utions creating peace with
your time this laughing labyrinth timepeace is
specifically designed for practicing the wisdoms
of dr wayne dyer abraham hicks louise hay eckhart
tolle don migel ruiz dr madam kataria dr marshal
rosenburg juila cameron dr bruce lipton daniel
pink joseph campbell and others it is a place for
peace with who you are being and becoming as you
do what you love and love what you do

Beyond Slacktivism
2018-10-24

this book examines the lines between online joking
and legal consequences and analyzes legal and
educational responses to these issues



Misinformation and Mass Audiences
2018-01-24

this book offers a systematic and comparative
analysis of the intersections of religion and
gender in times of populism across the eu
mediterranean the chapters explore tensions and
issues related to religion and gender in nations
including portugal italy croatia bosnia
herzegovina serbia greece turkey and israel
palestine shifting attention from the european
union to the mediterranean area allows the
inclusion of countries whose history is
significantly interwoven taking into account the
legacies of colonialism the effects of post
colonialism and the role of the eu in relation to
gender related issues in particular the volume
investigates not only country specific cases but
highlights similarities and differences in the
region and aims to understand how the
interconnections influence the issues at stake it
draws together countries with non christian
majoritarian religions with different political
regimes and where feminism and women s movements
have different shapes histories and relationships
with religion the book will appeal to scholars
interested in the entanglements of gender religion
and populism from a range of disciplines including
anthropology sociology political science religious
studies and gender studies



Laughing Labyrinth Timepeace
2016-12-21

this book provides a highly accessible overview of
public education policy it organizes knowledge
about 21st century education policy around two
main topics the policy process and the discourse
on public education policy this unique
organization provides a novel lens for better
understanding the dynamics and contents of current
education policy making the work also offers a
broad overview of theories of public policy
economics demography sociology history and
psychology each chapter includes a discussion of
data derived from the international and israeli
contexts the book provides a series of valuable
insights relevant to researchers practitioners and
policymakers interested in understanding the
multifaceted aspects that shape contemporary
education policy

Sexting and Cyberbullying
2015

grounded in an economic perspective financing
community colleges where we are where we re going
helps college leaders make sense of the challenges
they face in securing and managing the resources
needed to carry out the community college mission
finance has perpetually been an achilles heel for
leaders at all levels of management with the
premise that leaders are better at winning battles



they know something about this book equips leaders
with an understanding of the fundamentals and the
complexities of community college finance it
tackles current and emerging issues with insight
that is analytic and prophetic a must read for
current and prospective leaders

STEM Education: An Overview of
Contemporary Research, Trends,
and Perspectives
2015

restoring the brain neurofeedback as an
integrative approach describes the history and
process by which neurofeedback has become an
effective tool for treating many mental and
behavioral health conditions it explains how new
brain research and improvements in imaging
technology allow for a new conceptualization of
the brain it also discusses how biomedical factors
can degrade brain functioning and cause a wide
range of symptoms of mental disorders the book is
written in an accessible style for easy
understanding and application to classification
and treatment it shares the clinical experiences
of practitioners working with specific symptom
constellations generally categorized by a dsm
diagnostic label it examines the brain as a self
regulating communications system and discusses how
much of mental dysfunction can be understood as
acquired brain behavior that can be redirected
with the help of eeg based neurofeedback it



describes principles and practices of integrating
neurofeedback that make redirection possible
recent discoveries on the neuroelectrical
properties of the brain illuminate the
possibilities of combining innovative neurotherapy
techniques with integrative medicine to achieve
optimal brain function case studies of clinical
applications highlight the effectiveness of
neurofeedback in treating autism adhd and trauma
particularly ptsd integrative approaches are the
future of health care and neurofeedback will play
an increasingly significant role restoring the
brain neurofeedback as an integrative approach
gives you a better understanding of the use and
practice of neurofeedback

Religion, Gender, and Populism in
the Mediterranean
2023-11-22

f Ženske in trajnost mesto in pokrajina raziskuje
žensko angažiranost v trajnostnem ekološkem
razvoju na področju arhitekture in oblikovanja

Education Policy, Theories, and
Trends in the 21st Century
2021-01-25

this volume examines contemporary political
relations between turkey and the middle east in
the light of the arab uprisings of 2011 the syria



crisis the escalation of regional terrorism and
the military coup attempt in turkey it illustrates
the dramatic fluctuations in turkish foreign
policy towards key middle eastern countries such
as iran saudi arabia egypt syria and iraq the
contributors analyze turkey s deepening
involvement in middle eastern regional affairs
also addressing issues such as terrorism social
and political movements and minority rights
struggles while these problems have traditionally
been regarded as domestic matters this book
highlights their increasingly regional dimension
and the implications for the foreign affairs of
turkey and countries in the middle east

一白水星
2013-07-26

pragmatic engineering and lifestyle draws together
international experts from engineering and
architecture to disclose the latest insights into
forging viable means to sustain tomorrow s needs

五黄土星
2013-07-26

the phenomena of mass shootings appear to be on
the rise within the past decade shootings have
occurred in schools religious institutions
concerts movie theaters and other public venues as
well as at home in the form of domestic mass
shootings this phenomenon is influenced by factors



such as access to guns mental illness the desire
for fame revenge from being bullied and copycat
killing to name a few mass shootings are a serious
problem for society and must be explored further
in order to provide preventive solutions the
handbook of research on mass shootings and
multiple victim violence is a pivotal reference
source that provides vital research on
contributing factors to gun violence
characteristics of shooters and victims solutions
for preventing incidents from occurring and the
impact these shootings have on the community while
highlighting topics such as school safety
cyberbullying and mental illness this publication
is ideally designed for law enforcement government
officials psychologists psychiatrists sociologists
politicians policymakers law makers academicians
researchers and students seeking current research
on the latest empirical findings of mass shootings
in the united states

二黒土星
2013-07-26

environmental security in greece establishes
stakeholders perceptions of environmental security
and energy security taking a q methodology and
digital media research framework approach in depth
individual viewpoints and opinions of policymakers
energy industry leaders ngos members and the
public are described throughout



三碧木星
2013-07-26

a critical examination of efforts by social media
companies including facebook twitter snapchat and
instagram to rein in cyberbullying by young users
high profile cyberbullying cases often trigger
exaggerated public concern about children s use of
social media large companies like facebook respond
by pointing to their existing anti bullying
mechanisms or coordinate with nongovernmental
organizations to organize anti cyberbullying
efforts do these attempts at self regulation work
in this book tijana milosevic examines the
effectiveness of efforts by social media companies
including facebook twitter youtube snapchat and
instagram to rein in cyberbullying by young users
milosevic analyzes the anti bullying policies of
fourteen major social media companies as recorded
in companies corporate documents draws on
interviews with company representatives and e
safety experts and details the roles of
nongovernmental organizations examining their
ability to provide critical independent advice she
draws attention to lack of transparency in how
companies handle bullying cases emphasizing the
need for a continuous independent evaluation of
effectiveness of companies mechanisms especially
from children s perspective milosevic argues that
cyberbullying should be viewed in the context of
children s rights and as part of the larger social
problem of the culture of humiliation milosevic
looks into five digital bullying cases related to



suicides examining the pressures on the social
media companies involved the nature of the public
discussion and subsequent government regulation
that did not necessarily address the problem in a
way that benefits children she emphasizes the need
not only for protection but also for participation
and empowerment for finding a way to protect the
vulnerable while ensuring the child s right to
participate in digital spaces

Financing Community Colleges
2015-11-09

the rapid professionalization of marketing in the
sport industry has helped vault the business of
sport into the upper echelons of the economy
innovative effective timely and culturally
sensitive marketing allows sport managers to vie
for consumer attention in an ever expanding
marketplace of competitors canadian sport
marketing third edition with hkpropel access
brings to life the fundamental principles of
marketing drawn from canadian experience with the
end goal of providing students with a toolbox of
useful tactics frameworks models and knowledge to
support a promising career or future learning in
sport marketing it covers essential topics
including the canadian sport system and canadian
consumer behavior market research branding pricing
sponsorship ambush marketing traditional media
social media and digital marketing additionally a
sample marketing plan provides instructors an
invaluable opportunity for assigned experiential



learning and gives students a practical tool for
use in early career work the only text focusing on
canadian sport marketing this edition has been
extensively updated to foster applied learning in
sport marketing concepts and theories supported by
expert perspectives from the canadian sport
industry over 40 sport industry executives and
experts contribute to the in the know sidebars
executive perspective and case studies which draw
from the most successful canadian sport brands
events and organizations to provide real life
application of the material authors norm o reilly
and benoit séguin welcome gashaw abeza and michael
naraine forming an author team with comprehensive
professional experience in the canadian sport
sector with reflections on and references to a
variety of canadian and provincial sport entities
this third edition offers the following learning
objectives provide students a road map to navigate
the content while maximizing retention in the know
sidebars direct student attention to the
consideration of real world situations and sport
business analysis executive perspective sidebars
written by individuals who work within the
industry bring sport marketing concepts to life by
using examples from canadian sport businesses case
studies in hkpropel allow enhanced practical
application and use real canadian examples with
questions to ensure critical analysis and
understanding test your knowledge questions help
students assess their learning answers are
provided in the instructor guide a glossary helps
students identify and learn key vocabulary within
the text a sample marketing plan provides an



opportunity to review a completed marketing plan
and students can also use it as a template for
creating their own plan also new to canadian sport
marketing third edition are case studies and
quizzes delivered through hkpropel these are
designed to increase student engagement and help
students more deeply examine their comprehension
of the material strengthen and prepare students
for future success in the sport industry with
canadian sport marketing third edition with
hkpropel access note a code for accessing hkpropel
is not included with this ebook but may be
purchased separately

Restoring the Brain
2015-07-07

an estimated one billion individuals in both
developed and developing nations can be defined as
necessity entrepreneurs individuals who have no
other viable option for licit income than to start
a small income generating activity however the
emphasis on providing business and leadership
training to necessity entrepreneurs is only just
gaining traction this book provides the first
known global analysis dedicated exclusively to
organizations from both the public and private
sectors that are specifically involved with
microenterprise education for necessity
entrepreneurs the authors provide a pragmatic
synopsis and evaluate the efficacy of the programs
that have been currently are or will soon be
teaching and or training necessity entrepreneurs



around the globe

The Nautical Almanac for the Year
...
2013

during the early 2000s the market liberalization
reforms to the russian economy begun in the 1990s
were consolidated but since the mid 2000s economic
policy has moved into a new phase characterized by
more state intervention with less efficiency and
more structural problems corruption weak
competitiveness heavy dependency on energy exports
an unbalanced labour market and unequal regional
development are trends that have arisen and which
this book argues will worsen unless the government
changes direction the book provides an in depth
analysis of the current russian economic system
highlighting especially structural and
institutional defects and areas where political
considerations are causing distortions and puts
forward proposals on how the present situation
could be remedied

Pravna ureditev in programski
dokumenti o jezikovni rabi in
praksah jezikovnih uporabnikov v
Republiki Sloveniji in



uporabnikov slovenskega jezika v
sosednjih državah in po svetu
2018-06-04

this book explores the detrimental effects on
global peace of populism s tendency to present
complex social issues in simplistic good versus
evil terms analyzing the civilizational discourse
of ukrainian president volodymyr zelensky with
respect to the ongoing war between russia and
ukraine with his division of the world into
civilized us versus barbarian them the book argues
that such a one dimensional representation of
complex social reality leaves no space for
understanding the conflict and has little if any
potential to bring about peace to deconstruct the
civilization versus barbarism discourse propagated
by zelensky the book incorporates into its
analysis alternative articulations of the crisis
by oppositional voices the author looks at the
writing of several popular ukrainian journalists
and bloggers who have been excluded from the field
of political representation within ukraine where
all oppositional media are currently banned
drawing on the discourse theory of ernesto laclau
and chantal mouffe the author argues that the
incorporation of alternative perspectives and
silenced voices is vitally important for
understanding the complexity of all international
conflicts including the current one between russia
and ukraine this timely and important study will
be relevant for all students and scholars of media



and communication studies populist rhetoric
political communication journalism area studies
international relations linguistics discourse
analysis propaganda and peace studies

Turkey’s Relations with the
Middle East
2017-09-18

the focus on latinos in the united states has
generally overlooked key social economic political
dimensions that are not only growing in importance
but may ultimately hold an important key to how
well this group does in the immediate and distant
future in the country the approximate ten year
period since this text s initial publication has
witnessed an increase in scholarship and new
social political economic developments regarding
this population group social work with latinos
second edition captures these advances and adds to
the existing body of work in this area in
particular this revised edition provides an up to
date demographic profile identifies the rewards
and challenges for the development of social work
interventions focused on latinos includes a
conceptual foundation from which to develop social
work strategies for outreach engagement service
provision and evaluation features a series of case
illustrations to highlight how cultural competency
humility can unfold to better reach this
population group grounds the latino experience
within a social economic cultural and political
context and provides recommendations for social



work education research and practice

Pragmatic Engineering and
Lifestyle
2023-06-05

service learning essentials is the resource you
need to help you develop high quality service
learning experiences for college students written
by one of the field s leading experts and
sponsored by campus compact the book is the
definitive work on this high impact educational
practice service learning has been identified by
the association of american colleges and
universities as having been widely tested and
shown to be beneficial to college students from a
wide variety of backgrounds organized in an
accessible question and answer format the book
responds clearly and completely to the most common
questions and concerns about service learning each
chapter addresses issues related to individual
practice as well as to the collective work of
starting and developing a service learning center
or program with examples drawn from a variety of
disciplines situations and institutional types the
questions range from basic to advanced and the
answers cover both the fundamentals and
complexities of service learning topics include
determining what service learning opportunities
institutions should offer how to engage students
in critical reflection in academic courses and in
cocurricular experiences best practices for
developing and sustaining mutually beneficial



campus community partnerships integrating service
learning into the curriculum in all disciplines
and at all levels as well as various areas of
student life outside the classroom assessing
service learning programs and outcomes the
dilemmas of service learning in the context of
power and privilege the future of service learning
in online and rapidly globalizing environments
service learning has virtually limitless potential
to enable colleges and universities to meet their
goals for student learning while making unique
contributions to addressing unmet local national
and global needs however in order to realize these
benefits service learning must be thoughtfully
designed and carefully implemented this easy to
use volume contains everything faculty leaders and
staff members need to know about service learning
to enhance communities improve higher education
institutions and educate the next generation of
citizens scholars and leaders

Handbook of Research on Mass
Shootings and Multiple Victim
Violence
2019-10-25

八白土星
2013-07-26
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